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Learn to Water Well 
Many customers come in to the Garden Center to find out what is wrong 
with their plant. More often than not, the plant is suffering from a lack of 
water. The response is always “But I water it ALL the time”. The problem is 

that they are watering incorrectly. Many people hand water, and while it feels like a lot of water is 
being given to the plant (probably because as much as 400 gallons per hour can come out of a garden 
hose), in reality most of the water is being wasted. Hand watering delivers water at such a high rate 
that only the surface of the soil is reached; much of the water is lost to evaporation or runoff. Often 
the rest of the water never penetrates the soil more than an inch or two, not deep enough for the 
entire root system.  
The best way to water in our climate is with Drip Irrigation, or by creating the same effect with your 
hose by only allowing a very small amount of water out of the hose at the root system for a longer 
period of time. Doing this will not only ensure that you penetrate the entire root system but will also 
train the roots to grow deeply; hand watering on the other hand teaches the roots to stay at the 
surface of the soil (because that is where the water is) thus causing the roots to dry out more quickly 
because they are closer to the sun. 
 
Efficiency  
Drip irrigation has no runoff, no erosion and little evaporation loss. The result is that drip irrigation has 
an efficiency of 95% compared to 50% for overhead sprinklers or hand watering. The reason sprinkler 
water is not absorbed deep into the soil has to do with the way that water moves in the soil. Water 
moves by gravity and by capillary action. What is capillary action? If your repeatedly wet the corner of 
a towel, eventually the entire towel will become wet. That’s capillary action. Water moves slowly from 
thread to thread, wetting the strands as it goes. The same thing happens in soil. Water moves down, 
sideways and even up against the force of gravity by capillary action, but it can only move slowly in all 
but very sandy soils. Capillary water is important because it is the only water in the soil available to 
plant roots. Sprinkler and hand watering doesn’t penetrate the soil well because it delivers too much 
water at once for capillary action to work as it should.  
 
Air in the Soil 
Roots need air. Most garden plants will drown if the roots are submerged in water for a period of time.  
Sprinklers and hand watering can produce puddles that can displace air in the soil and saturate the 
ground. If the puddles do not have a chance to drain quickly, any plants with their roots under water 
can be stressed or die. Drip irrigation keeps vital air in the soil around the roots. The slow drop by drop 
delivery of water never displaces the air in the soil and the plants avoid the stress of being submerged. 
Plants that avoid the stress of under or over watering are healthier and more resistant to harm by 
pests or disease. 
 
The benefits 
Drip irrigation delivers water the way that plants prefer, slowly and in the right amount to cause the 
least stress and maximum growth. Sprinklers are great for lawns but for every other flower, vegetable, 
shrub and tree in your yard, drip irrigation is better. 
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Watering Schedule 
General watering guidelines: water in the morning when possible (first watering) on a slow drip, for 10 

to 30 minutes depending on the size of the plant.  

TREES & SHRUBS 

 
1 GALLON SHRUBS & PERENNIALS 

Week 1 Twice or 3 times each day. 

Week 2 to 3 Once each day. During warm, dry months, 2 or 3 watering’s per 
day may be necessary. 

Week 4 to September 31st Once every other day. 
Year 2 & on Check ground moisture often (daily summer, weekly winter) to 

determine watering needs. 
 

VEGETABLE GARDENS 
In season Two to three times per day, provide a generous soaking with a soaker hose or drip system 

– 10 to 15 minutes each time. 
This is only a guide! Watering requirements may change depending upon weather conditions. 

Especially during the hot, dry days of summer, plant material may require watering 2-3 times per day. 
Please stop in Warner’s with any questions or concerns. 

 
WINTER WATERING SCHEDULE 

Mid October through December (first year) Once per week until first snow. 

First Winter Once every 3 to 4 weeks, unless there is snow pack covering 
the ground. 

Year 2 & on Check ground moisture often to determine watering needs. 
Generally, once per month. 

 

Week 1 to 3 Generous watering once each day. (Slow drip for 20 – 30 minutes).  
During warm, dry months, 2 or 3 watering’s may be necessary.  

Week 4 to September 31st Water once every other day. 

First winter Once every 3 to 4 weeks. 

Year 2 to 3 - April - August 2 to 3 times per week. 

Year 3 &  on – Summer months 1 to 2 times per week. 

Year 3 & on - Winter months Once every 3 to 4 weeks unless there is snow pack covering the ground.  


